Time rushes on—It will be here before you know it

THE COUNTDOWN TO THE CH3 2000 RUN HAS STARTED
FUNDRAISING MUST BE DONE, AND WE ARE AFTER YOUR
MONEY
SEE INSIDE FOR THE BEAR’S MARKET
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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each
month a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and we are the directors.
May—Toed Bedsores
June—Ferret
July—Thumper
August—Slaphead
September—Kinky
October—Taxidermist
We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please
remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date.
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A ring-fenced account has been opened to start raising funds for the CH3 2000th in early 2017. We feel that 40
years of the CH3 should be celebrated in style and that having extra money (and not relying just on normal funds)
would keep the ticket price down and could help subsidise accommodation costs if it is decided to hold the event outside of Cambridge. Various suggestions have been made as to how we can raise extra monies and these range from
car boots and promotions to sponsored days out and auctions of promises. I personally have a range of ideas with
the first of these as follows:
In 1998 a Trinity Hall porter Jon Clarke wrote to thousands of film stars, authors, politicians, and television personalities asking them to send items that he could auction to raise the money that would buy an incubator for premature
babies at Addenbrooke's Hospital. The response was so overwhelming that there were too many items for the auction. Jon passed the excess on to me to use as I saw fit. These genuine autographed photos have been in a box with
me for these last 15 years. Some are listed/priced below and could be of interest to a fan or as a different sort of gift
to someone you know. As they originally were for a charitable cause I will be donating 50% of any sales to the
Gurkha Welfare Trust with the other 50% going into the CH3 2000th pot. If you wish to purchase any of these items
then contact me on 01223-410435. Payment is Cash Only.

Prunella Scales - Fawlty
Towers (Sybil). £5.

Mark Knopfler - Dire
Straits. £10.

Julie Walters - Acorn Antiques/Dinner Ladies. £5.
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Gerry Andersen
- Thunderbirds/

Sue Johnston - The Royle
Family/Brookside. £5.

Bernard Gallagher - 1995
Ryder Cup winning captain.

Douglas
Adams - The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. £10

Stephen Fry - QI/BlackJulie Walters Acorn Antiques/Dinner Ladies. £5.

Richard Attenborough - The Great Escape/
Gandhi (director). £10.
ch3.co.uk

Through out millennia January 29th has been recognised for its
significance.
1728 - John Gay's The Beggar's Opera was first performed at Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre, London.
1802 - John Beckley became the first Librarian of Congress.
1820 - Britain's King George III died insane at Windsor Castle.
1845 - Edgar Allan Poe's "The Raven" was published for the first time in the "New York Evening Mirror."
1848 - Greenwich Mean Time was adopted by Scotland.
1850 - Henry Clay introduced in the Senate a compromise bill on slavery that included the admission of California
into the Union as a free state.
1856 - Britain's highest military decoration, the Victoria Cross, was founded by Queen Victoria.
1861 - In America, Kansas became the 34th state of the Union.
1886 - The first successful petrol-driven motorcar, built by Karl Benz, was patented.
1916 - In World War I, Paris was bombed by German zeppelins for the first time.
1924 - R. Taylor patented the ice cream cone rolling machine.
1936 - The first members of major league baseball's Hall of Fame were named in Cooperstown, NY.
1940 - The W. Atlee Burpee Seed Company displayed the first tetraploid flowers at the New York City Flower Show.
1949 - "The Newport News" was commissioned as the first air-conditioned naval ship in Virginia.
1956 - "Indictment" debuted on CBS radio and stayed on the air for three years.
1958 - Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward were married.
1958 - Charles Starkweather was captured by police in Wyoming.
1963 - The first members to the NFL's Hall of Fame were named in Canton, OH.
1963 - Britain was refused entry into the EEC.
1966 - "Sweet Charity" opened at the Palace Theatre in New York City. It ran for 608 performances.
31 September 1978 the Cambridge Hash was formed so that the 2000th run would occur on 29th January 2017
1979 - U.S. President Carter formally welcomed Chinese Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping to the White House. The visit
followed the establishment of diplomatic relations.
1985 - The Dow Jones industrial average peaked at 1,292.62.
1987 - "Physician’s Weekly" announced that the smile on the face of Leonardo DeVinci's Mona Lisa was caused by
a "...facial paralysis resulting from a swollen nerve behind the ear."
1990 - Joseph Hazelwood, the former skipper of the Exxon Valdez, went on trial in Anchorage, AK, on charges that
stemmed from America's worst oil spill. Hazelwood was later acquitted of all the major charges and was con
victed of a misdemeanor.
1995 - The San Francisco 49ers became the first team in National Football League (NFL) history to win five Super
Bowl titles. The 49ers defeated the San Diego Chargers 49-26.
1996 - French President Jacques Chirac announced the "definitive end" to nuclear testing.
1996 - La Fenice, the 204 year old opera house in Venice, was destroyed by fire. Arson was suspected.
1997 - America Online agreed to give refunds to frustrated customers under threat of lawsuits across the country.
Customers were unable to log on after AOL offered a flat $19.95-a-month rate.
1998 - A bomb exploded at an abortion clinic in Birmingham, AL, killing an off-duty policeman and severely wound
ing a nurse. Eric Rudolph was charged with this bombing and three other attacks in Atlanta.
1999 - Paris prosecutors announced the end of the investigation into the accident that killed Britain's Princess Diana.
1999 - The U.S. Senate delivered subpoenas for Monica Lewinsky and two presidential advisers for private, video
taped testimony in the impeachment trial.
2001 - In Indonesia, thousands of student protesters stormed the parliament property and demanded that President
Abdurrahman Wahid quit due to his alleged involvement in two corruption scandals. Wahid announced that
he would not resign.

2017 Cambridge Hash House Harriers 2000th Run.
“But that is four years away” I here you say. NO it is 3 years and 8 months.
To be successful, we need to be in a position to start promoting and selling registrations after
AGPU 2015. That’s not that long!!
Remember the 7 P’s “Proper Planning and Preparation Prevents Piss Poor Performance”.
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So what will you do?
As the Bear says “We feel that 40 years of the CH3 should be celebrated in style” and I am
sure this sentiment is shared by many.
Hopefully by now we should have a ring fenced account set up to save money (thus reducing the
final ticket price), for this momentous occasion. The Bear has set out his market stall in this publication, ( and has managed 2 sales before we got to print),
When the committee get their act together and get the bank account open the 100 club has a donation of £100 for the new account.
By just joining the Hundred club, ( i.e. give Computer a pound a month) you will be making a contribution, and also standing a chance of winning a prize.
All we need now is a sub committee to synchronise the activities and start the planning process.
Please send your ideas to the next edithare!
On On to an agenda
Toed

BLOWBACK....blows back
Less is more. Particularly when one is not even sure whether this will make the Herald. What a month. We are thinking of sending our RA to Cuba to learn from his Voodoo brothers for he has surely committed some terrible sin and
we are suffering.
Perhaps we can bring the ghosts of RA’s past to help in April? There should be 35 others that we can turn to. I wonder, all those years ago in the Fort St George, when that motley crew plotted and planned that very first run of the
Cambridge Hash kennel did they think that we would still be here, that Bear would be considered an Elder Statesman and Ted would be contributing his raffle fund to the support of our big 2000 mega buster celebration….
Before that though the small matter of our 1800th to enjoy - if you’ve not yet registered for our little celebration,
you’ve the 1900th to look forward to. So ONON to Spring, to warmth and a RIGHT ROYAL PISS-UP!
Blowback

Have you noticed the slippage?
This is a month late appearing in the Herald, but that is not all. Runs now start later.
There was a time when Jetstream and Unmentionable arrived almost in time for the run. Now we
wait a ‘FEW’ minutes for them to arrive. At first it was 2 minutes, then 3 then 5!
As Barstard says, ‘would never have happened in my day!
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BLOWBACK....blows
back—Caching Up!
Just as Brussels 2014 turns to be a real and genuine
hash event, so we are now on the countdown to Cambridge 2017! Before that though massive thanks to all
those involved in making our 1800th week such a success; a special thank you to Rear Admiral for an excellent Quizzical Magical Mystery Right Royal Piss Up (in
Romsey though Slaphead, but we do think Barnwell
works well on those excellent T-Shirts… even those that
were edited by Legover and Deepshit!); Kinky and
Klinger – we know how hard it was to think about laying
saw dust on concrete, but as we sank our pints and savoured our Thai food in that glorious sunshine, all that
was left to say was job done, a great day and a great
week – we haven’t forgotten our Easter Sunday chocolate feast – CH3 sponsored by Cadburys. All of this recorded in verse and visuals on our website – El Rave
thank you to you and all those who have contributed.
So what next? The 2000th? Almost. By the time you read
this an efficient booking system should be in place for
Beerstop and Chrissie’s Ice House Weekend (14-16th
of June) and we’ll be thinking of a day by the seaside on
the 21st of July 2013. Then what? The AGPU! Plans are
afoot for something a bit special year, so watch this
space for details. Likely to be after the ROTT which is on
the 14/15th of September.
Then the 2000th? Well perhaps the small matter of almost
200 weeks of hashing to be enjoyed first! But it will take
planning and we are setting up a ring-fenced 2000th run
bank account, into which all monies raised will go. As we
prepare the world to join us, we want to make sure that
the actual cost to CH3 is minimal, but enjoyment factor
massive. Having run out of old T-Shirts, the Bear is currently selling the contents of his house in support and we
are already looking forward to the next Raffle so that we
can help our hash (not because the gin that Little Blow
won last month is almost gone). The Committee will be
meeting at some point this month, any moans and groans
(and ideas even!) that we haven’t yet heard, please don’t
be backwards in cuming forwards. One item that may be
on the agenda is a small increase in weekly run fee and
annual subs. All extra monies to the 2000th run fund.
Contrary to popular belief, the hash can occasionally be
democratic so if you have a strong view on this particular
point let it be known to the committee.
Scribes needed – please say yes when asked by Bastard and if you’ve not yet laid a run this hashing year, to
Kermit with your names.
And finally…to our RA…thank you for bringing Jetstream
to order – we knew the sun would come eventually J
ONON to a Merry Month of May,
Blowback

Run 1798  New Sun
Inn, Kimbolton
Hare - Swampy
Scribe - Blowback
Cold, chilly, dingin, frio, freddo, froid – what else to say?
Wet, rain, storm, estar majada, hujan, húmedo, i lagësht,
濕! Spring must be here!
Well they say that back in 1938 that Gispert and Co
started the hash as a hangover blaster. This was truly put
to the test as I (Blowback)
breathed fumes over the
pack that would have had
a warning sticker on if
found in a chemical lab.
The culprit (as always)
HGO was nowhere to be
seen, something about
spending the day with his
girlfriend..... wouldn’t have
happened in my day...do I
qualify to say that yet I
wonder? It seems though
that it wasn’t just me that
was taken in by the Sun
over Kimbolton – Jetstream, Ferret, Constant Suction among many who
turned up without winter snow gear on this day of promise.
Off we set into the blue horizon, hints of spring and factor
30 sun cream. Swampy had casually dropped into his
pre-run speech that it was a nice long run. He didn’t mention that he had laid it the day before. Before overnight
rain.
Are you?! Ahh...looking. Maybe. Not sure. Yes. ONON!
No. Sorry. That was a bird shit. Actually the pack found
enough of the trail for Deepshit to lead the pack on more
than one nasty long turn back, for Shiggy2Shoes to
head wildly off into the distance without the pack, for
Antar to front run and our walking contingent to fall about
2 miles behind the front runners. The run was not without
incident. As my hangover subsided I saw Constant Suction proudly boasting that he had remembered his
pooper scooper – duly needed 2 minutes later. I wonder
what it was like to run with a dog turd in a bag for 10km in
Arctic conditions? Must be love. Toed also found crap as
he disappeared arse over tit into a rabbit hole. Lucky the
RSPCA didn’t witness that.

Continued Page 11
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Run 1796 
Fox, Ousden
Hares Ferret and Furry Ferret
Scribe Checkpoint
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armour, it
would have
been a
tricky loop
home for
Antar. But
brave
Babysham
went to the
rescue.
Daintily
removing
footwear,
paddling up
to her knees, in search of Antar’s lost footwear. Finally,
after toiling elbow deep in mud, there was success and
Babysham saved the day. Or at least, Antar’s shoe.
Meanwhile Doubletop, just back from a spa break decided expensive
mud treatments
did not end there
and liberally enjoyed the delights
of the Surrey
countryside, slipWe approached the run with the religious Hash fervour fit ping and sliding
for Easter Sunday. The prom- her way across the
3 streams, declarise of some hard earned
chocolate inspiring some new ing it was far safer
(Cruelladehash’s mum, Dou- to go it alone, in
the end.
bletop’s brother James) and
some returning hashers
(Wrong’ole from the Monday The circle fittingly
hash, Googly back from Thai- commemorated 36
land, Beerstop back from
years of CH3
Florida).
hashing pride, on
this, the 1800th
run. Some asked
Strategically placed eggs
what happened
caused the usual entertainthis day in 1800?
ment, especially for those of
Well, not much according to the RA, unless you count the
us vertically challenged, but
British Navy defeat
there is nothing better than
by the frigate HMS
watching a grown hasher
Penelope under
straddling a thorny thicket desperately reaching for some
Captain Blackwood
chocolate goodness.
of the French ship
Guillaume Tell….
Somewhat predictably, with hares Deepshit and Legover, they chose to welcome in the British Summer
Time with a longer trail than usual, full of interesting diversions. Over 8 miles were clocked by some, the pack
labouring to do it justice in just under 2 hours. During
Some acquired extra
which, summer was not, however, booked in advance.
layers to get through
Instead icy cold winds and mounds of snow were expertly
the arctic circle
navigated.
(thanks Dances with
Wasps). At least the in-frequently remembered joke of
the day was completed by Blowback, although some
Some celebrated the return of summer with animal like
agility. Like mountain goats they leapt from slippery
said it was an oldie (but goodie), Jetstream.
muddy bank to bank, narrowly avoiding the icy water below. Some, were not so restrained. Mimicking Diesel
….And finally, thanks from me (Little Blow) to Unmen(Babysham’s lovable lab), Antar decided to launch him- tionable who valiantly stepped up when I couldn’t attend
self impressively into the middle of the stream, imbedding the hash to do the write up. Clearly, a false alarm and this
himself firmly in the mud. Unlike Diesel, extracting himself is now my first attempt of a trail write up…
from the mud proved more of an obstacle, his trainer was
lost, thoroughly sunk. Were it not for his knight in shining All that remains to be said is keep calm and carry on

Run
1800 
Three
Horse
shoes, Helions Bump
stead

Hare - Deepshit and Legover
Scribe - Little Blow
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hashing ahead of next weeks ‘right royal piss up’.
See you there, on-on!

Little Blow

Run 1799  Green Man, Colne
Hare - Pedro and Muff Diver
Scribe - Deepshit
You will have to use your imagination here as we are still
waiting for input

Run 1801  Kings Head, Fen
Ditton
Hare - Kinky and Klinger
Scribe - B@stard
A rare glorious day brought all sorts of people out of the woodwork.
Goldflinger, Ho Chi Minh returned after long absences, Beerstop
was there with Sara and her boys (I know he came back last week but
I missed it – as I did my new shoes which he hadn't done this time!). A
septic who's name was something like Rocky Mount Her High and
Ian and Kirsty brought along a new runner who's name I forgot.
There were not as many hangovers from last nights pub crawl as expected but the general consensus was that Rear Admiral had done a
magnificent job – sorry I missed it guys!
With Kinky and Klinger as hares I was expecting a fabulous trail in the country – stupid boy! We set off over the
footpath back to Cambridge and were far too soon in a housing estate best known for the fights and murders that
the local pikeys organise. Ho hum – on through the back streets of Fen Ditton and into a marginally more acceptPage 9
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able housing estate in Cambridge – only Fen boys here but still the threat of violence all the same. Then we got onto
Coldhams Common – how can they pull this trail out of the mire from here? By taking it through a trading estate! By
this time I had an inkling as to the direction and headed for Tesco's and the bridge (Donno had said there was dust
on the Green Dragon Bridge) and Lo & Behold! I was at the front of the
pack – I'm not going to let that happen again!
Over the bridge and a drink stop already heaving with the walkers was
observed – great beer (Dialysis) which was consumed with gusto (no,
Antar, that isn't food). From there it was only a mile or so back to the pub
which I did at a leisurely walk with El Rave and Taxidermist – well, I'd
had two pints at the beer stop. We arrived at the pub and Taxi very kindly
bought me a pint of Doombar which hit the spot.
The circle was acceptably late for a celebration on a nice day and went
on for a while due to Goldflinger wanting to sing a bit. I enjoyed that bit,
as I did Old King Cole which was suitably ramshackle as only Jetstream
and Blowback knew the words.
Many drinks were awarded, some spuriously, including mine. Then Kung
and Graham Whittle fed us all magnificently – even Umplebore (who
doesn't eat much in the way of solids these days) had a couple of spring
rolls. Great food – thanks guys!
People stayed longer than they normally would and I drank too many
beers for a change.
All in all a great day and thanks to the hares and the committee for making it so.
Onwards
B@

odd socks. Our
American cousin was
the unanimous winner
with the oddest sox
and I understand that
she has an identical
pair at home.
I almost forgot to
mention the run! For
those who were on
run 1584, or even
1674, the trail was
somewhat similar,
except for the weather
Bastard to Unmentionable “Will you be the willing Scribe
and the fact that at
for next week?” to which the reply was “No!”. Alright then,
the second check we
I’ll put you down anyway, Jetstream will do it” was our On
didn’t go right. Also, at
Sex’s response. He’s not called Bastard for nothing.
the check at the botWouldn’t have happened in my day!
tom of the field with
Arriving early, as usual, we were pleased to see that the
the horses on the
pub had had a make-over and for the smaller bladders,
right (are they the same horses?) the Hares had cunthe toilets were open. The pub must have had a new Ko- ningly laid the trail through the middle of the crops inrean menu as there were an unusually large number of
stead of following the path round the edge. A special
dogs present, I counted seven but as several were Diesel mention has to go to Whimp who entered into the spirit of
look-a-likes it’s difficult to be precise. With so many dogs the run and went off trail in the wrong direction whenever
is it time to organise a separate dogging hash? Haven’t
there was an opportunity – maybe he has some Amerigot one (meaning haven’t got a plastic bag and so won’t can blood?
pick up Diesel’s shit) set the pace.
As usual the trail took us past the W17LES residence
The trail was in Onour of the late Odd Sox and most
(personalised number plates that we will not be buying)
Hashers
on
Page 10 had come sporting a colourful collection of very before the usual turn-back across the field, although
ch3.co.uk

Run 1803  The Red
Lion, Brinkley

Hares: Bastard and El Rave
Scribe - Jetstream

this occasion the Hares had gone a lot further than
usual and doubled back through a field of frisky bullocks. It is reported that Hold It For Me was the one
who got them excited, no wonder he left early and
avoided numerous down-downs for this and other horrendous crimes. However, it did give Muff Diver a
chance to play the Gentleman and come to Hangover
Blues’ rescue – wouldn’t have happened in my day!
A tequila sunrise drinks stop provided a welcome break
before heading 500 yards up the road to the pub. Excellent choice of beer, especially the Victoria Bitter, and
a rather enjoyable circle. Usual banter, new words to
some old songs and some old favourites. Ooh La La
arrived late with her French friend and so missed “ou et
le papier” but was heard to say afterwards that the one

song that she can’t swallow is “Scrotum”. Somebody
please inform her that it’s le cum that you’re allowed to
swallow, le tea-bagging should not involve swallowing,
at least in England, what the Frogs do is up to them.
The walls of the newly refurbished bar were a source of
much inspiration, from a photo of Odd-Sox to a view of
numerous jockey’s bottoms (only £95 – cheaper than
yesterday) and a quote for Oscar Wild “We are all in
the gutter, but some of us are looking at the stars”. One
quote which was not there but would be most appropriate for our RA “ I am so clever that sometimes I don’t
understand a single word of what I am saying” .
All in all, an excellent day out and thanks to Bastard
and El Rave for a well laid trail. Now that I have moved
further north, the weather has definitely improved,

Run 1798  New Sun
Inn, Kimbolton
…..Continued
I go back now to that blue horizon. It lasted for about 20
minutes. The RA clearly hadn’t appeased his gods as the
sky turned as black as a very black thing on a dark moon
night on the Mongolian steppe. Do you think it will go
around us asked a very hopefully Unmentionable? Answer? No. We were pissed on in no uncertain terms. The
sight of Pedro starting to shiver puts this run into a very
special place on the run hall of fame.
While the runners shivered our walking brothers and sisters sought shelter in the New Sun. Problem was the
New Sun was not very bright and with entry refused they
found cheaper beer and quality service at a pub next
door! By some miracle of organisation the beer master
Benghazi shepherded the pack out for short and sharp
circle. Big welcome back to While You are Down There
and a group hug for Paparazzi for her outstanding fund
raising charity run - a reminder to all that you can still donate to this important cause.
So Swampy – what did we think of your trail? Cold. Wet.
But not bad at all. Many thanks to you.
ONON! Blowback
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From our Foreign Correspondents
Knowing the attention span of the average hasher is only a few sips, we will be serialising this tome from Shamcock and U-Bend in half pint episodes

Part 2 (continued as promised April 2012)
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To be continued
(Probably next year
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Runs for May 2013
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser Kermit

Run 1805: May 5th
The Greyhound Inn Wickhambrook CB8 8XS
Hares: Crappy Nappy & Potty.
Run1806 May 12th
The Plume of Feathers Ickleford SG5 3YD
Hare: While Your Down There
The ever popular long journey to Hertfordshire for the most excellent beer festival
Run 1807 May 19th
The Three Pickerels Mepal CB6 2AR
Hares: Hangover Blues & Miss Oriented
Run1808 May 26th
The Three Blackbirds Woodditton, CB8 9SQ
Hares: Debonaire & Double Top

Grand Master
Grand Mattress
Joint Master
Joint Mattresses
Religious Advisor
Verger
Hare Raiser
On Sec
Edit Hare
Web Master
Hash Cash
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Blowback
Hangover Blues
Legover Crappy Nappy
Shiggy 2 Shoes Double Top
Antar
Double Top
Kermit
B@stard
El Rave
B@stard
El Rave
While Your Down There

Hash Stats
Assistant
Beer Master
Apprentice
Assistants
Song Master
Haberdash
Hash Horn
Hash Flash

Pedro
Debonaire
Benghazi
Muthutucker
Beerstop Rear Admiral
Jetstream
Slaphead Debonaire
Muff Diver Deepshit
Paparazzi Pedro
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